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1. Introduction
Consider a boundary value problem
Ly=f (t, y),
(1.1)
By=0,
where Lu is a differential operator and Bu a boundary operator. It is
known [4] that the solvability of (1.1) depends on the interaction of the
ratio f (t, x)x with the eigenvalues of the problem
Ly=*y,
By=0.
More generally, E. N. Dancer [2] and S. Fuc @ k [5] noticed that one
should compare the behaviour of f (t, x)x at + and & with the
constants + and & such that the positively homogeneous problem
Ly=+y+&&y&,
(1.2)
By=0,
with y+=max( y, 0), y&=max(&y, 0), has a non-trivial solution. The set
of such points (+, &) # R2 is called the Fuc @ k spectrum of (1.2). A large
variety of problems have been investigated along these lines. Such problems
can be found in S. Fuc @ k’s book [5] and we can also quote, among others,
boundary value problems for second order ODE [11], [12], p-Laplacian
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for ODE [1], 4th order ODE [13], n order ODE [16], [8], elliptic PDE
[15], hyperbolic PDE [6] and applications to the theory of suspension
bridges [14]. Except for second order ODE, Ly=&y", it is still an open
problem to describe the Fuc @ k spectrum of (1.2). A fairly good description
of the Fuc @ k spectrum for periodic solutions of the fourth order ODE,
Ly=&y$v, appears in P. Krejc @ [13] and for boundary value problems in
P. J. Pope [17]. For periodic solutions of odd order equations the Fuc @ k
spectrum reduces to two lines (see P. Omari and F. Zanolin [16]).
Some results are known for elliptic operators (see D. de Figueiredo and
J.-P. Gossez [3]). One must also point out that P. J. Pope [17] has
investigated some non self-adjoint second order problems whose Fuc @ k
spectrum differs substantially from the self-adjoint cases.
It is the aim of this paper to study the Fuc @ k spectrum for the most
classical third order boundary value problem
y$$$++y+&&y&=0,
(1.3)
y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0.
Contrary to second order ODE, here it is not possible to obtain an explicit
description of the Fuc @ k spectrum. Notice that the eigenvalues of the
corresponding linear problem (+=&) are the zeros of a transcendental
equation. In comparison with the elliptic and the fourth order problem, we
cannot use a variational approach since the linear problem is not self-
adjoint. However, solutions of (1.3) are solutions of the Cauchy problems
y$$$++y+&&y&=0,
(1.4)
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=\1.
and the Fuc @ k spectrum is those values (+, &) such that 1 is a zero of the
solutions of (1.4). Our method is based on a detailed study of those zeros
and their dependence on + and &.
From this method we obtain a complete analytic description of the
Fuc @ k spectrum. This spectrum (see also Fig. 1) looks very similar to the
one for the second order Dirichlet problem. Some differences however are
essential. First, the limits of the branches at infinity are not eigenvalues but
multiples of the first eigenvalue. More important, branches which issue
from even order eigenvalues are made of one curve in the second order case
but of two for the third order problem. One must also point out that these
curves are very close to each other, as shown by numerical computations.
We can prove analytically that these curves are different and ordered as it
is natural from the asymmetry of the problem. However we cannot give
any explicit value for their proximity.
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To work out nonlinear problems,
y$$$+f (t, y)=0,
(1.5)
y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0,
we introduce the so-called ‘‘property P’’. Given a set E, this states that for
any function ( p(t), q(t)) in E, the boundary value problem
y$$$+p(t) y+&q(t) y&=0,
(1.6)
y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0,
has only the trivial solution. For second order problems, such a property
holds if ap(t)b, cq(t)d and the set [a, b]_[c, d] does not inter-
sect the Fuc @ k spectrum. We obtain such results for sets that are sufficiently
away from all Fuc @ k branches but the first one. However, for each point
(+, &) on these branches (all but the first one), we can find =>0, p(t) and
q(t) such that
+&=p(t)<+, &&=q(t)<&, or +<p(t)+&=, &<q(t)&&=,
and problem (1.6) has a non trivial solution.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents preliminary results on
the zeros of the solutions of (1.4). In particular, we prove that these zeros are
decreasing functions of + and &. This result is basic for our approach. In
Section 3, we study the eigenvalue problem and Section 4 gives a complete
description of the Fuc @ k spectrum. Section 5 gathers some results on the
property P and Section 6 presents negative results for this property to hold
in the neighbourhood of the Fuc @ k spectrum. An example of possible
application to the existence of solutions of (1.5) is given in Section 7.
2. Preliminary Results
In this section, we collect the technical results necessary to investigate
the Fuc @ k spectrum. Define first yi (t, :), i=1, 2, 3, to be the solutions of
the Cauchy problems
yi$$$+:
3yi=0,
y0(0, :)=1, y$0(0, :)=0, y0"(0, :)=0,
y1(0, :)=0, y$1(0, :)=1, y1"(0, :)=0,
y2(0, :)=0, y$2(0, :)=0, y2"(0, :)=1,
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where :>0. An explicit calculation shows that
y0(t, :)=z0(:t), y1(t, :)=
1
:
z1(:t), y2(t, :)=
1
:2
z2(:t),
with
z0(s)=
1
3 _e&s+2es2 cos \
- 3
2
s+& ,
z1(s)=
1
3 _&e&s+2es2 sin \
- 3
2
s+
?
6+& ,
z2(s)=
1
3 _e&s+2es2 sin \
- 3
2
s&
?
6+& .
Notice that
z$0(t)=&z2(t), z$1(t)=z0(t), z$2(t)=z1(t).
Also, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. (a) The zeros \i , _i and {i of the functions z0 , z1 and z2
are simple and can be ordered as
0<\1<_1<{1< } } } <\n<_n<{n< } } } .
(b) _1&z1({1)z0({1)>0.
(c) {1&_1&z1({1)z0({1)>0.
Proof. From elementary function analysis, we have that {i exists for
all i. By Rolle theorem, we get the existence of _i and \i . From the same
argument, we also get that the zeros of zi and zi+1 (z3=z0) alternate. The
claim (a) follows easily.
The proofs of (b) and (c) are consequences of elementary calculus
arguments. In particular it is possible to show that
1<
z1({1)
z0({1)
<1.06, {1>
7?
3 - 3
, _1<
5?
3 - 3
and
{1&_1>
7?
3 - 3
&
5?
3 - 3
>1.1. K
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The next result concerns the first zero of the solution of the Cauchy
problem
y$$$+:3y=0,
(2.1)
y(0)=0, y$(0)=q, y"(0)=r.
Proposition 2.2. Let :>0, q # R and r{0 be such that s=qr0 and
let y be the solution of (2.1). Then, the function y has a first positive zero
{(s, :) such that
y$({(s, :)) y"({(s, :))>rq0.
Moreover, for s>0, {(s, :) # (_1 :, {1 :).
Proof. Notice that
y(t)=r _s z1(:t): +
z2(:t)
:2 & .
As the functions z1 and z2 are positive on (0, _1), we have
\t # \0, _1: & , y(t)>0.
Also, for s>0,
y \{1: +=rs
z1({1)
:
<0.
Hence, there exists a first positive zero {(s, :) # (_1 :, {1 :).
Let us compute now
0=&:3 |
{
0
yy$ dt=|
{
0
y$$$y$ dt=y"y$| {0&|
{
0
( y")2 dt,
where {={(s, :), i.e.
y"({(s, :)) y$({(s, :))&rq>0. K
Remark. If q0, r>0, the function y is positive on (0, {(s, :)) and
y$({(s, :))<0, y"({(s, :))<0.
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Similarly, if q0, r<0, we have
y$({(s, :))>0, y"({(s, :))>0.
From the definition of {(s, :), it is easy to deduce the following properties
of the function {(s, :).
Proposition 2.3. Let :>0, s0. We have
(a) {(s, :)=(1:) {(:s, 1),
(b) {(0, :)={1 :,
(c) lims  + {(s, 1)=_1 .
Proof. (a) Notice that {(s, :) is the first zero of
y(t)=s
z1(:t)
:
+
z2(:t)
:2
and {(:s, 1), the first zero of
y (t)=:sz1(t)+z2(t)=:2y \ t:+ .
(b) This claim follows from (a) since {(0, 1)={1 .
(c) {(s, 1) is the first zero of y(t)=z1(t)+(1s) z2(t) and, as
s  +, it goes to _1 , the first zero of z1(t). Recall that _1 is simple. K
Proposition 2.4. Let :>0. The function {(s, :) defined in Proposition 2.2
is C1 and
{
s
(s, :) # [&1, 0),
{
:
(s, :)&
{(s, :)
:
.
Proof. Define the function
F(%, s, :) :=sz1(:%)+
z2(:%)
:
.
It is clear that, if { :={(s, :),
F({, s, :)=
:
r
y({)=0,
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where y is the solution of (2.1), and since _1<:{{1 ,
F
%
({, s, :)=s:z0(:{)+z1(:{)<0.
We also have
F
s
({, s, :)=z1(:{)<0
and
F
:
({, s, :)=_sz0(:{)+z1(:{): & {&
z2(:{)
:2
<0.
Hence, the implicit function theorem applies, {(s, :) is C1,
{
s
(s, :)=&_F% ({, s, :)&
&1
_Fs ({, s, :)&
=&
z1(:{)
s:z0(:{)+z1(:{)
# [&1, 0)
and
{
:
(s, :)=&_F% ({, s, :)&
&1
_F: ({, s, :)&
=&
{
:
+
z2(:{)
:2[s:z0(:{)+z1(:{)]
&
{
:
where we used the fact that from Proposition 2.2
s:z0(:{)+z1(:{)=:
y$({)
r
<0. K
The next proposition introduce the function R(s, :), which will be used
to describe the successive humps of the solutions from some initial value
problem such as (2.2).
Proposition 2.5. Let :>0, q # R and r{0 be such that s=qr0 and
let y be the solution of (2.1).
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Then, the function
R(s, :) :=
y$({)
y"({)
,
where {={(s, :) is defined in Proposition 2.2, is well-defined, positive, C1
and
R
s
(s, :)<0 for all s>0,
R
:
(s, :)<0 for all s0.
Proof. From Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, it is clear that R(s, :) is well-
defined, positive and C1.
Consider next the problem
u$$$&:3u=0,
(2.2)
u(0)=0, u$(0)=&R(s, :), u"(0)=1.
Its solution reads
u(t)=
y({&t)
y"({)
.
Further, if we notice that z0(&:t), &z1(&:t): and z2(&:t):2 are prin-
cipal solutions of (2.2), we can write
u(t)=R(s, :)
z1(&:t)
:
+
z2(&:t)
:2
.
We also have
u({)=
1
:2
[R(s, :) :z1(&:t)+z2(&:{)]=0.
Differentiating the brackets with respect to s, we obtain
R
s
(s, :)=
1
z1(&:{)
[R(s, :) :z$1 (&:{)+z$2(&:{)]
{
s
(s, :)
=&
:u$({)
z1(&:{)
{
s
(s, :)<0,
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if we notice that u$({)>0 for s>0 and \t<0, z1(t)<0. In a similar way,
we compute
R
:
(s, :)=&
R(s, :)
:
+[R(s, :):z$1(&:{)+z$2(&:{)]
({:)+({:)(s, :)
z1(&:{)
=&
R(s, :)
:
&:u$({)
({:)+({:)(s, :)
z1(&:{)
<0.
Recall that {:+({:)(s, :)0 from Proposition 2.4. K
The following properties are a direct consequence of the definition of
R(s, :).
Proposition 2.6. Let :>0, s0. Define } :=&z0(_1)z2(_1). Then, we
have
(a) R(s, :)=(1:) R(:s, 1);
(b) lims  + R(s, 1)=}.
Proof. (a) Compute
R(s, :)=
sy$1({, :)+y$2({, :)
sy1"({, :)+y2"({, :)
=
1
:
s:z$1(:{(s, :))+z$2(:{(s, :))
s:z1"(:{(s, :))+z2"(:{(s, :))
R(:s, 1)=
:sz$1({(:s, 1))+z$2({(:s, 1))
:sz1"({(:s, 1))+z2"({(:s, 1))
=:R(s, :)
since from Proposition 2.3(a), :{(s, :)={(:s, 1).
(b) Since
R(s, 1)=
sz$1({(s, 1))+z$2({(s, 1))
sz1"({(s, 1))+z2"({(s, 1))
,
we get, using Proposition 2.3(c),
lim
s  +
R(s, 1)=
z$1(_1)
z1"(_1)
=&
z0(_1)
z2(_1)
=}. K
The next result is technical but plays a central role in our result.
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Proposition 2.7. Let :>0. Then, we have
(a) ({:)(s, :)<(R:)(s, :);
(b) ({s)(s, :)<(Rs)(s, :).
Proof. (a) Let y(t; s, :) be the solution of
y$$$+:3y=0,
y(0)=0, y$(0)=s, y"(0)=1.
The function R(s, :) can be written
R(s, :)=
y$({; s, :)
y"({; s, :)
,
with {={(s, :), and one computes
R
:
(s, :)=
{
:
(s, :)+_(y$:) y"&(y":) y$( y")2 & ({; s, :).
The function
u(t; s, :)=
y
:
(t; s, :)
is solution of the Cauchy problem
u$$$+:3u+3:2y=0,
u(0)=u$(0)=u"(0)=0.
Direct computation shows that
u(t; s, :)=
1
: \&2y(t; s, :)+ty$(t; s, :)+s
z1(:t)
: + ;
u$(t; s, :)=
1
:
(&y$(t; s, :)+ty"(t; s, :)+sz0(:t));
u"(t; s, :)=&t:2y(t; s, :)&sz2(:t).
Hence, we compute
y$
:
y"&
y"
:
y$=u$y"&u"y$
=
1
:
(&y$y"+ty"2+sz0 y"+t:3yy$+:sy$z2).
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To evaluate this expression for t={={(s, :), we use
y({; s, :)=
sz1(:{)
:
+
z2(:{)
:2
=0,
y$({; s, :)=sz0(:{)+
z1(:{)
:
,
y"({; s, :)=&:sz2(:{)+z0(:{)
=:2s2z1(:{)+z0(:{)
and obtain
y$
:
y"&
y"
:
y$=
y"
: \&
z1
:
+{(:2s2z1+z0)&:2s2z1
y$
y"+
=
y"
: \&
1
:
(z1&:{z0)+:2s2z1({&R)+ .
Next, we notice that for t # (_1 , {1)
d
dt
(z1(t)&tz0(t))=&tz2(t)>0
and since :{ # (_1 , {1], we have
z1(:{)&:{z0(:{)z1(_1)&_1z0(_1)=&_1 z0(_1)>0.
Also, we know that R(s, :) is decreasing in s. Hence
{(s, :)&R(s, :)
_1
:
&R(0, :)=
_1
:
&
z1({1)
:z0({1)
>0
from Lemma 2.1.
It follows now from the above estimates that
\y$: y"&
y"
:
y$+ ({; s, :)>0
which proves part (a).
(b) In a similar way, we compute
R
s
(s, :)=
{
s
(s, :)+_(y$s) y"&(y"s) y$( y")2 & ({; s, :).
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The function
v(t; s, :)=
y
s
(t; s, :)
is solution of the Cauchy problem
v$$$+:3v=0,
v(0)=0, v$(0)=1, v"(0)=0.
Hence,
v(t; s, :)=
z1(:t)
:
, v$(t; s, :)=z0(:t), v"(t; s, :)=&:z2(:t)
and we can write
y$
s
y"&
y"
s
y$=v$y"&v"y$=z0(&:sz2+z0)+:z2 \sz0+z1: +
=z20&s:z
2
1 .
Notice now that
d
dt
(z20(t)&s:z
2
1(t))=&2z0(t)(z2(t)+s:z1(t))>0
for t # [_1 , :{). Therefore, we have
z20(:{)&s:z
2
1(:{)z
2
0(_1)&s:z
2
1(_1)=z
2
0(_1)>0
and part (b) follows. K
We are ready now to investigate the second zero of the solution of the
Cauchy problem
y$$$+:3y+&;3y&=0,
y(0)=0, y$(0)=s, y"(0)=1,
where as before :>0, ;>0 and s0. This zero is given as a function
{*(s, :, ;) and we study here its dependence in the parameters : and s.
Proposition 2.8. Let :>0 and ;>0. The function
{*(s, :, ;) :={(s, :)+{(R(s, :), ;)
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is C1 and
{*
:
(s, :, ;)<0,
{*
s
(s, :, ;)<0.
Proof. From Propositions 2.4, 2.5 and 2.7, {* is C1 and
{*
:
(s, :, ;)=
{
:
(s, :)+
{
s
(R(s, :), ;)
R(s, :)
:

{
:
(s, :)+ } {s (R(s, :), ;) } }
R(s, :)
: }

{
:
(s, :)&
R
:
(s, :)<0.
Similarly, we prove
{*
s
(s, :, ;)=
{
s
(s, :)+
{
s
(R(s, :), ;)
R
s
(s, :)

{
s
(s, :)&
R
s
(s, :)<0. K
Next, we introduce the following notations.
Definition. We define ,+n (:, ;) to be, if it exists, the n th positive zero
of the solution of
y$$$+:3y+&;3y&=0,
(2.3)
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=1.
Remark that ,+1 (:, ;) exists only for :>0, ; # R. Also, it is easy to proof
using Proposition 2.2 that ,+n (:, ;), n>1, exists only for :>0, ;>0.
Similarly, we define ,&n (:, ;) to be the n th positive zero of the solution
of
y$$$+:3y+&;3y&=0,
(2.4)
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=&1.
The following proposition follows from the above definition.
Proposition 2.9. (a) ,+1 (#, ;)=,
&
1 (:, #)={(0, #)={1 #.
(b) ,&n (:, ;)=,
+
n (;, :).
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It will be necessary to study the asymptotic behaviour of the functions
,+2 (:, ;) and ,
&
2 (:, ;), as ; goes to zero.
Proposition 2.10. Let :>0 and ;>0. Then, we have lim;  0+ ,+2 (:, ;)
=lim;  0+ ,&2 (:, ;)=+.
Proof. Let y be the solution of (2.3). On the interval [0, t1], with
t1=,+1 (:, ;),
y(t)=
z2(:t)
:2
and on [t1 , t2], with t2=,+2 (:, ;)
y(t)=y$(t1)
z1(;(t&t1))
;
+y"(t1)
z2(;(t&t1))
;2
.
From Proposition 2.2, we have
y$(t1) y"(t1)>0
and since z1 and z2 are positive on (0, _1), we can write y(t){0 if
;(t&t1)_1 i.e.
,+2 (:, ;)>t1+
_1
;
.
This proves lim;  0+ ,+2 (:, ;)=+. A similar argument holds for
,&2 (:, ;). K
To investigate further the properties of the function ,+n and ,
&
n we shall
need the following notations.
Definition. Let u and v be respectively the solutions of (2.3) and (2.4).
We define
s+1 =s
+
1 (:, ;)=
u$(,+1 (:, ;))
u"(,+1 (:, ;))
=R(0, :),
s&1 =s
&
1 (:, ;)=
v$(,&1 (:, ;))
v"(,&1 (:, ;))
=R(0, ;),
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and for k1
s+2k=s
+
2k(:, ;)=
u$(,+2k(:, ;))
u"(,+2k(:, ;))
=R(s+2k&1 , ;),
s&2k=s
&
2k(:, ;)=
v$(,&2k(:, ;))
v"(,&2k(:, ;))
=R(s&2k&1 , :),
s+2k+1=s
+
2k+1(:, ;)=
u$(,+2k+1(:, ;))
u"(,+2k+1(:, ;))
=R(s+2k , :),
s&2k+1=s
&
2k+1(:, ;)=
v$(,&2k+1(:, ;))
v"(,&2k+1(:, ;))
=R(s&2k , ;).
Notice that each of the functions :s+i , ;s
+
i , :s
&
i , ;s
&
i can be written as
functions of #=:;. For example, we can write:
:s+1 =R(0, 1)=: S
+
1 (#), ;s
+
1 =
;
:
R(0, 1)=
S+1 (#)
#
;
;s+2k=R(;s
+
2k&1 , 1)=R \S
+
2k&1(#)
#
, 1+=: S+2k(#),
:s+2k=#S
+
2k(#);
:s+2k+1=R(:s
+
2k , 1)=R(#S
+
2k(#), 1)=: S
+
2k+1(#),
;s+2k+1=
S+2k+1(#)
#
.
A first result concerning these auxiliary functions is given by the next
lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let :>0 and ;>0. For k1,
s+2k+1>s
&
2k<s
+
2k&1 , s
&
2k+1>s
+
2k<s
&
2k&1.
Proof. As s+1 >0, s
&
1 >0 and R(s, #) is decreasing in s, we get suc-
cessively
s+2 =R(s
+
1 , ;)<R(0, ;)=s
&
1 , s
&
2 =R(s
&
1 , :)<R(0, :)=s
+
1
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and for k1
s+2k+1=R(s
+
2k , :)>R(s
&
2k&1 , :)=s
&
2k ,
s&2k+1=R(s
&
2k , ;)>R(s
+
2k+1 , ;)=s
+
2k ,
s+2k+2=R(s
+
2k+1 , ;)<R(s
&
2k , ;)=s
&
2k+1 ,
s&2k+2=R(s
&
2k+1 , :)<R(s
+
2k , :)=s
+
2k+1 . K
Next, we proof the differentiability properties of the functions s+k (:, ;)
and s&k (:, ;).
Lemma 2.12. Let :>0 and ;>0. The functions s+k (:, ;), s
&
k (:, ;) are
C1 and
(a)
s+1
:
(:, ;)<0,
s+1
;
(:, ;)=0;
for k1
s+2k
:
(:, ;)>0,
s+2k
;
(:, ;)<0,
s+2k+1
:
(:, ;)<0,
s+2k+1
;
(:, ;)>0.
(b)
s&1
:
(:, ;)=0,
s&1
;
(:, ;)<0;
for k1
s&2k
:
(:, ;)<0,
s&2k
;
(:, ;)>0,
s&2k+1
:
(:, ;)>0,
s&2k+1
;
(:, ;)<0.
Proof. The functions s+k (:, ;), s
&
k (:, ;) are C
1 since R(s, :) is C1.
Further, we compute
s+1
:
(:, ;)=
R
:
(0, :)<0,
s+1
;
(:, ;)=0,
s+2k
:
(:, ;)=
R
s
(s+2k&1 , ;)
s+2k&1
:
(:, ;)>0,
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s+2k
;
(:, ;)=
R
s
(s+2k&1, ;)
s+2k&1
;
(:, ;)+
R
;
(s+2k&1 , ;)<0,
s+2k+1
:
(:, ;)=
R
s
(s+2k , :)
s+2k
:
(:, ;)+
R
:
(s+2k , :)<0,
s+2k+1
;
(:, ;)=
R
s
(s+2k , :)
s+2k
;
(:, ;)>0.
The claim (b) is proved similarly. K
Asymtotic results on s+k (:, ;), s
&
k (:, ;) are given in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.13. Let :>0 and ;>0. For n1,
(a) lim
:;  +
;s+2n= lim
:;  +
;s&2n+1=R(0, 1).
(b) lim
:;  +
:s+2n+1= lim
:;  +
:s&2n=},
where } :=&z0(_1)z2(_1) (see Proposition 2.6).
Proof. First, we check using the continuity of R and Proposition 2.6
that
lim
:;  +
;s+1 = lim
:;  +
;
:
R(0, 1)=0,
lim
:;  +
;s+2 = lim
:;  +
;R(s+1 , ;)= lim
:;  +
R(;s+1 , 1)=R(0, 1),
lim
:;  +
:s+3 = lim
:;  +
:R(s+2 , :)= lim
:;  +
R \ :; ;s+2 , 1+
= lim
s  +
R(s, 1)=}
and by induction
lim
:;  +
;s+2n= lim
:;  +
;R(s+2n&1 , ;)
= lim
:;  +
R \;: :s+2n&1 , 1+=R(0, 1),
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lim
:;  +
:s+2n+1= lim
:;  +
:R(s+2n , :)= lim
:;  +
R \ :; ;s+2n , 1+
= lim
s  +
R(s, 1)=}.
The same argument holds to prove the limits of ;s&2n+1 and :s
&
2n . K
We are now ready to state and proof the main result of this section,
which is a comparison result for the zeros ,+n (:, ;) and ,
&
n (:, ;) of the
solutions of (2.3) and (2.4).
Proposition 2.14. The functions ,+n (:, ;) and ,
&
n (:, ;) are C
1,
,+1
:
(:, ;)<0,
,&1
;
(:, ;)<0,
and for n>1
,+n
:
(:, ;)<0,
,+n
;
(:, ;)<0,
,&n
:
(:, ;)<0,
,&n
;
(:, ;)<0.
Proof. For n=1 and 2, it follows from Propositions 2.4 and 2.8 that
,+1 (:, ;)={(0, :), ,
+
2 (:, ;)={*(0, :, ;)
are C1 with partial derivatives negative.
By induction, we have that
,+2n+1(:, ;)=,
+
2n(:, ;)+{(s
+
2n(:, ;), :),
,+2n+2(:, ;)=,
+
2n(:, ;)+{*(s
+
2n(:, ;), :, ;)
are C 1 functions. Further we deduce from Propositions 2.4, 2.8 and
Lemma 2.12
,+2n+1
:
(:, ;)=
,+2n
:
(:, ;)+
{
s
(s+2n(:, ;), :)
s+2n
:
(:, ;)
+
{
:
(s+2n(:, ;), :)<0,
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,+2n+2
:
(:, ;)=
,+2n
:
(:, ;)+
{*
s
(s+2n(:, ;), :, ;)
s+2n
:
(:, ;)
+
{*
:
(s+2n(:, ;), :, ;)<0.
In a similar way, we compute
,+2n
;
(:, ;)=
,+2n&1
;
(:, ;)+
{
s
(s+2n&1(:, ;), ;)
s+2n&1
;
(:, ;)
+
{
;
(s+2n&1(:, ;), ;)<0,
,+2n+1
;
(:, ;)=
,+2n&1
;
(:, ;)+
{*
s
(s+2n&1(:, ;), ;, :)
s+2n&1
;
(:, ;)
+
{*
;
(s+2n&1(:, ;), ;, :)<0.
The claims on ,&n (:, ;) are proved analogously. K
Remark 1. Notice that as : increases, the distance {(s+2n , :) between the
consecutive zeros ,+2n(:, ;) and ,
+
2n+1(:, ;) decreases. On the other hand,
the distance {(s+2n+1 , ;) between the consecutive zeros ,
+
2n+1(:, ;) and
,+2n+2(:, ;) increases since s
+
2n+1 decreases. However, the cumulated effect,
the distance {*(s+2n , :, ;) between ,
+
2n(:, ;) and ,
+
2n+2(:, ;), decreases.
Remark 2. Proposition 2.14 is a comparison result. If we consider two
equations
y1$$$+:
3y+1 &;
3y&1 =0, y1(0)=y$1(0)=0, y1"(0)=1,
y2$$$+=
3y+2 &$
3y&2 =0, y2(0)=y$2(0)=0, y2"(0)=1,
the zeros of the corresponding solutions compare:
=>:, $>; implies ,+n (:, ;)>,
+
n (=, $).
Such a property does not follow from a comparison result for the linear
equation
y$$$+p(t) y=0,
(2.5)
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=1,
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where
p(t)=:3 if y1(t)>0, p(t)=;3 if y1(t)0.
The function y1 is a solution of (2.5) but in general, if P(t)p(t), its zeros
do not compare with the zeros of
y$$$+P(t) y=0,
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=1.
(See [9] Theorem 2.5.)
Remark 3. Proposition 2.14 can be extended to the case where : and
; take different values on each interval where y is one sign. More precisely,
given a function y: R+  R with positive simple zeros ,1<,2< } } } <
,n< } } } , we define
y+n (t)=y
+(t), y&n (t)=y
&(t), if t # [,2n&2, ,2n],
y+n (t)=yn
&(t)=0, if t  [,2n&2 , ,2n],
where ,0=0. Next, given sequences (:i) i and (;i) i of positive numbers, we
define ,\n ((:i) i , (;i) i ) to be the nth positive zero of the solution of the
Cauchy problem
y$$$+ :

n=1
(:3n y
+
n &;
3
n y
&
n )=0, y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=\1.
Then if (: i) i and (; i) i are such that for any i
: i:i , ; i;i
we can prove that
,\n ((:i) i , (;i) i ),
\
n ((: i) i , (; i) i ).
The following result describes the fact that the zeros of different orders
of the solutions of (2.3) and (2.4) separate each other.
Proposition 2.15. For any n1,
(a) ,+n (:, ;)<,
+
n+1(:, ;), ,
&
n (:, ;)<,
&
n+1(:, ;),
(b) ,&n (:, ;)<,
+
n+1(:, ;), ,
+
n (:, ;)<,
&
n+1(:, ;).
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Proof. (a) These assertions are obvious.
(b) We compute first for some * # (0, 1)
,+2 (:, ;)&,
&
1 (:, ;)={(0, :)+{(R(0, :), ;)&{(0, ;)
={(0, :)+
{
s
(*R(0, :), ;) R(0, :)

1
:
[{1&R(0, 1)]=
1
: _{1&
z1({1)
z0({1)&>0.
Next, we obtain by induction
,+2n+1(:, ;)&,
&
2n(:, ;)=,
+
2n(:, ;)&,
&
2n&1(:, ;)
+{(s+2n , :)&{(s
&
2n&1 , :)>0
and also
,+2n+2(:, ;)&,
&
2n+1(:, ;)=,
+
2n(:, ;)&,
&
2n&1(:, ;)
+{*(s+2n , :, ;)&{*(s
&
2n&1, :, ;)>0.
The second part of claim (b) follows by symmetry. K
The asymptotic behaviour of the zeros of the solutions of (2.3) and (2.4)
are described as follows.
Proposition 2.16. For any n1
(a) lim
:  +
,+2n(:, ;)= lim
:  +
,+2n+1(:, ;)=n
{1
;
;
(b) lim
:  +
,&2n(:, ;)= lim
:  +
,&2n&1(:, ;)=n
{1
;
.
Proof. We can write
lim
:  +
{(s+2k , :) lim
:  +
{(0, :)= lim
:  +
{1
:
=0
and since from Lemma 2.13
lim
:  +
s+2k&1(:, ;)= lim
:;  +
:s+2k&1 lim
:  +
1
:
=0,
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we also have
lim
:  +
{(s+2k&1 , ;)={(0, ;)=
{1
;
.
Notice that
,+2n(:, ;)={(0, :)+{(s
+
1 , ;)+ } } } +{(s
+
2k , :)+{(s
+
2k+1, ;)
+ } } } +{(s+2n&1 , ;),
,+2n+1(:, ;)=,
+
2n(:, ;)+{(s
+
2n , :).
It follows that
lim
:  +
,+2n(:, ;)= lim
:  +
,+2n+1(:, ;)=n
{1
;
.
Statement (b) is proved in a similar way. K
The next proposition proves that the n th zeros of the solutions of (2.3)
and (2.4) separate each other. Notice that such a result does not occur in
the second order case. Here, this property follows from the asymmetry into
the problem.
Proposition 2.17. (a) If :; is large enough, ,+2n(:, ;)>,
&
2n(:, ;).
(b) If :; is small enough, ,+2n(:, ;)<,
&
2n(:, ;).
Proof. (a) Let us compute first
,+2 (:, ;)&,
&
2 (:, ;)={(0, :)+{(R(0, :), ;)&{(0, ;)&{(R(0, ;), :)
=
{1
:
+
{
s
(*R(0, :), ;) R(0, :)&
1
:
{ \ :; R(0, 1), 1+ ,
where * # (0, 1). Hence we can write
:[,+2 (:, ;)&,
&
2 (:, ;)]={1+
{
s
(*R(0, :), ;) R(0, 1)&_1+E \ :;+
{1&R(0, 1)&_1+E \ :;+ ,
where limr  + E(r)=0. Therefore, there exists c>0 such that for :;
large
:[,+2 (:, ;)&,
&
2 (:, ;)]c>0.
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Next, we write
:[,+2n+2(:, ;)&,
&
2n+2(:, ;)]
=:[,+2n(:, ;)&,
&
2n(:, ;)]+:[{(s
+
2n , :)&{(s
&
2n+1 , :)]
+:[{(s+2n+1 , ;)&{(s
&
2n , ;)].
From Lemma 2.13, we have
lim
:;  +
:[{(s+2n , :)&{(s
&
2n+1 , :)]
= lim
:;  +
[{(:s+2n , 1)&{(:s
&
2n+1 , :)]=0
and since for some * # (0, 1)
|:[{(s+2n+1, ;)&{(s
&
2n , ;)]|=: } {s (*s+2n+1+(1&*) s&2n , ;) } |s+2n+1&s&2n|
|:s+2n+1&:s
&
2n|,
we obtain
lim
:;  +
:[{(s+2n+1 , ;)&{(s
&
2n , ;)]=0.
At last the result follows by induction.
(b) By symmetry, we obtain from claim (a)
,+2n(:, ;)&,
&
2n(:, ;)=,
&
2n(;, :)&,
+
2n(;, :)<0
if ;: is large enough, i.e. if :; is small enough. K
3. The Eigenvalue Problem
Consider the eigenvalue problem
y$$$+*y=0,
(3.1)
y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0.
It is known that eigenvalues * of (3.1) are real (see F. Gantmacher and
M. Krein [7]). One can also prove the following results.
Proposition 3.1. Eigenvalues *i of (3.1) are simple and such that
0<*1<*2< } } } <*n< } } }
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Proof. Let * be an eigenvalue and y a corresponding eigenfunction.
One computes
0=|
1
0
y$$$y dt+* |
1
0
y2 dt
=\ y"y&y$
2
2 + }
1
0
+* |
1
0
y2 dt=&
y$2(1)
2
+* |
1
0
y2 dt
which proves that *>0. Notice next that y"(0){0 and u=yy"(0) satisfies
the Cauchy problem
u$$$+*u=0, u(0)=u$(0)=0, u"(0)=1.
Hence
u(t)=
z2(*13t)
*23
and the eigenvalue is simple (by virtue of Proposition 2.2). K
We can compute the eigenvalues *i from the zeros of z2 .
Proposition 3.2. The ith eigenvalue of (3.1) is *i={3i , where {i is the
ith zero of z2 .
Proof. Verify that z2({it) is an eigenfunction corresponding to
*i={3i . K
Remark. Notice that ,+i ({i , {i)=,
&
i ({i , {i)=1.
4. The Fuc i k Spectrum
In this section, we investigate the Fuc @ k spectrum (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)
of the boundary value problem
y$$$++y+&&y&=0,
(4.1)
y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0
Definition. The Fuc @ k spectrum F of (4.1) is the set of pairs (+, &) for
which the boundary value problem (4.1) has a non-trivial solution.
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Fig. 1. Fuc @ k spectrum (cubic scale).
A first result describes the decomposition of the spectrum into branches
F +i and F
&
i according to the number of zeros of the solutions of (2.3) and
(2.4). This proposition is obvious from the definition of the functions ,+i
and ,&i and the remark that follows that definition.
Fig. 2. Enlargment of the outlined zones in Fig. 1.
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Proposition 4.1 (Decomposition). F=i=1 (F
+
i _ F
&
i ), where
F +1 =[(*1 , &) | & # R],
F &1 =[(+, *1) | + # R],
F +i =[(+, &) | +=:
3>0, &=;3>0 and ,+i (:,;)=1], i>1,
F &i =[(+, &) | +=:
3>0, &=;3>0 and ,&i (:,;)=1], i>1,
and *1 is the first eigenvalue of (3.1).
A further result proves that the set F is symmetric with respect to the line
+=&.
Proposition 4.2 (Symmetry). (+, &) # F +i if and only if (&, +) # F
&
i .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.9(b)
,+i (:, ;)=,
&
i (;, :). K
The next theorem is the main result of this section. It proves the sets F +i
and F &i are curves and describes their main geometric features.
Theorem 4.3 (Fuc @ k Curves). If i1, there exist C1, decreasing, onto
functions
f &2i , f
+
2i : (i
3*1 , +)  (i 3*1 , +),
f +2i+1: ((i+1)
3*1 , +)  (i 3*1 , +),
f &2i+1: (i
3*1 , +)  ((i+1)3*1 , +),
where *1 is the first eigenvalue of (3.1), such that
F +i+1=[(+, &) | &=f
+
i+1(+)]
and
F &i+1=[(+, &) | &=f
&
i+1(+)].
Proof. We shall only consider the existence of the functions f +i , the
existence of f &i is similar. Further, from Proposition 4.2, we only have to
prove existence of C1, decreasing onto functions
f +2i : [*2i , +)  (i
3*1 , *2i],
f +2i+1: [*2i+1 , +)  (i
3*1 , *2i+1].
The extension of these functions follows by symmetry.
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Claim 1. There exists a function f +i : [*i , +)  R such that for any
+=:3*i and &=;3 # R, ,+i (:, ;)=1 if and only if &=f
+
i (+).
Let +=:3*i={3i and notice that as ,
+
i (:, ;) is decreasing (by
Proposition 2.14.)
,+i (:, {i),
+
i ({i , {i)=1.
Also, as lim=  0+ ,+2 (:, =)=+, we can write for = small enough
,+i (:, =),
+
2 (:, =)>1.
From the continuity of ,+i and its strict monotonicity, there exists a unique
; # [=, {i] such that ,+i (:, ;)=1. We define
f +i (+)=;
3.
Claim 2. The function f +i is C
1 and decreasing.
For any :{i=*13i , we have (,
+
i ;)(:, [ f
+
i (:
3)]13)<0. Hence the
implicit function theorem applies and there exists a C1-function g+i (:) such
that
,+i (:, g
+
i (:))=1
and
dg+i
d:
(:)=&_,
+
i
;
(:, g+i (:))&
&1 ,i
:
(:, g+i (:))<0.
Clearly, f +i (+)=(g
+
i (+
13))3. Also we compute
d
d+
f +i (+)=
1
+23
(g+i (+
13))2
d
d:
g+i (+
13)<0.
Claim 3. The range of f +2i : [*2i , +)  R is (i
3*1 , *2i].
Let *2i={32i . As ,
+
2i ({2i , {2i)=1, we have f
+
2i (*2i)=*2i and since f
+
2i is
a continuous decreasing function, its range is (& , *2i].
Notice first that
i 3*1& . (4.2)
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If it were not the case, we would have +=:3*2i such that f +2i (+)=
i 3*1=(i{1)3 and
1=,+2i (:, i{1)> lim
:  +
,+2i (:, i{1)=i
{1
i{1
=1, (4.3)
which is a contradiction.
Consider next &=;3 # (i 3*1 , *2i]. Since
lim
:  +
,+2i (:, ;)=i
{1
;
<1,
we have for some : large enough, ,+2i (:, ;)<1. Further, we know from
(4.3) that ,+2i (:, i{1)>1. Hence f
+
2i (:
3)<;3. This proves
&<&=;3. (4.4)
It follows now from (4.2) and (4.4) that &=i 3*1 .
In a similar way, we compute the range of f +2i+1 . K
Our last result of this section describes the relative position of the curves
F +i and F
&
i .
Theorem 4.4 (Ordering). (a) If +<*2 , f +2 (+)< f
&
2 (+) and if +>*2 ,
f +2 (+)>f
&
2 (+), where *2 is the second eigenvalue of (3.1).
(b) If i< j, f +i (+)< f
+
j (+), f
&
i (+)< f
&
j (+), f
+
i (+)< f
&
j (+) and
f &i (+)<f
+
j (+), on their common domain of definition.
(c) If + is large enough, f +2i+1(+)< f
&
2i+1(+) and if + is small enough,
f +2i+1(+)>f
&
2i+1(+).
(d) If + is large enough, f +2i (+)>f
&
2i (+), and if + is small enough,
f +2i (+)< f
&
2i (+).
Proof. (a) Let y be a solution of
y$$$++y+&&1 y&=0, y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0,
with &1=f +2 (+) and z be a solution of
z$$$++z+&&2 y&=0, y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0,
with &2=f &2 (+).
The function y~ (t)=y(1&t) satisfies
y~ $$$&+y~ ++&1 y~ &=0, y~ (0)=y~ (1)=y~ $(1)=0.
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Since from Proposition 2.4 ({s)(s, ;)<0, we can write
{(0, +)>{(R(0, &2), +)
i.e. the zero of z is larger than the zero of y~ which implies y~ &z+=0. Hence,
we obtain
0=|
1
0
(z$$$++z+&&2z&) y~ dt
=(z"y~ &z$y~ $+zy~ ")| 10&|
1
0
zy~ $$$ dt+|
1
0
(+z+&&2z&) y~ dt
=|
1
0
[&(+y~ +&&1 y~ &) z+(+z+&&2z&) y~ ] dt
=|
1
0
(+&&2) y~ +z& dt+|
1
0
(&2&&1) y~ &z& dt.
It follows that +&&2 and &2&&1 are of opposite sign. Hence if +<*2 , we
have
&2=f &2 (+)f
&
2 (*2)=*2>+
and
&2&&1>0
i.e.
&2=f &2 (+)>&1=f
+
2 (+).
By symmetry, we have that +>*2 implies f &2 (+)< f
+
2 (+).
(b) We deduce from
,+i (:, ;)<,
+
i+1(:, ;)
that, for +=:3 and &=;3,
,+i (:, ( f
+
i (+))
13)=1=,+i+1 (:, ( f
+
i+1(+))
13)>,+i (:, ( f
+
i+1(+))
13)
and, as ,+i is decreasing, we have
f +i (+)< f
+
i+1(+).
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In a similar way, we deduce that
f &i (+)< f
&
i+1(+), f
+
i (+)< f
&
i+1(+), and f
&
i (+)< f
+
i+1(+).
(c) If + is large, the result follows from Theorem 4.3 since
lim
+  +
f +2i+1(+)< lim
+  +
f &2i+1(+)
and for + small it follows from the symmetry of the sets F +i and F
&
i .
(d) Let +=:3*2i . As
+
f +2i (+)

+
f +2i (*2i)
,
it is clear that :[ f +2i (+)]
13 goes to infinity together with :. Hence, it
follows from Proposition 2.17 that for : large enough
,&2i (:, [ f
&
2i (+)]
13)=1=,+2i (:, [ f
+
2i (+)]
13)>,&2i (:, [ f
+
2i (+)]
13)
and, as ,&2i is decreasing,
f &2i (+)< f
+
2i (+).
The second part of the proof is similar. K
5. The Property P
Here, we collect some results on the so-called property P. This property
is fundamental to investigate nonlinear problems. More precisely, we say
that a set E(t)/R2, function of t # [0, 1], has property P if for any
p # L1(0, 1) and q # L1(0, 1) such that for a.e. t
( p(t), q(t)) # E(t),
the BVP
y$$$+p(t) y+&q(t) y&=0,
(5.1)
y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0
has only the trivial solution.
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From the definition of the Fuc @ k Spectrum F, it is clear that any constant
singleton ( p, q) not in F has the property P. Other examples of sets having
this property are given in the following propositions. The first one describes
roughly that if the set E(t) is in the second or third quadrant with respect
to the first Fuc @ k lines F +1 and F
&
1 , property P holds.
Proposition 5.1. Let = # L1(0, 1) be such that =(t)0 and =(t)>0 on a
set of positive measure. Then the sets
E1(t)=(&, *1&=(t)]_[*1+=(t), +)
and
E2(t)=[*1+=(t), +)_(&, *1&=(t)],
where *1 is the first eigenvalue of (3.1), have property P.
Proof. Let e1 be an eigenfunction associated with *1 and let y be a
solution of (5.1). Define e~ 1(t)=e1(1&t) and consider ( p(t), q(t)) # E1(t).
We can write
|
1
0
(e~ 1 y$$$+e~ 1$$$y) dt=(e~ 1 y"&e~ $1 y$+e~ 1"y)|
1
0=0
=|
1
0
(*1&p) e~ 1 y+ dt+|
1
0
(q&*1) e~ 1 y& dt
|
1
0
=e~ 1 | y| dt>0
which is a contradiction.
The proof that E2(t) has property P is similar. K
The next result proves that if the set E(t) is on the left of the spectrum,
property P holds.
Proposition 5.2. Let p~ # L1(0, 1) and u(t; s) be the solution of the initial
value problem
u$$$+p~ (t) u=0,
(5.2)
u(s)=u$(s)=0, u"(s)=1.
Assume u(t, s)0 for all (t, s) # [0, 1]_[0, 1], u(t, 0)>0 for t # (0, 1],
u(1, s)>0 for s # [0, 1).
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Then the set
E(t)=(&, p~ (t)]_(&, p~ (t)] (5.3)
has property P.
Proof. Let p # L1(0, 1) and q # L1(0, 1) be such that p p~ , q p~ . Any
solution of (5.1) reads
y(t)=y"(0) u(t; 0)+|
t
0
u(t; s)[( p~ (s)&p(s)) y+(s)&( p~ (s)&q(s)) y&(s)] ds
and it is a solution of (5.1) if and only if y(1)=0. Let t0>0 be the first
positive zero of y. If y"(0)>0, y(t)=y+(t) on [0, t0] and we can write
y(t0)=y"(0) u(t0 ; 0)+|
t0
0
u(t0 ; s)( p~ (s)&p(s)) y+(s) ds.
If t01, we obtain y(t0)>0 and y is not a solution of (5.1). The same
argument holds if y"(0)<0. K
Corollary 5.3. Let p~ # L1(0, 1) be such that p~ (t)*1 and p~ <*1 on a
set of positive measure. Then the set (5.3) has property P.
Proof. Let u(t, s) be the solution of (5.2) and w(t) be such that for
some {
w$$$&*1w=0,
w({)=w$({)=0, w"({)=1.
It is easy to check the assumptions in Proposition 5.2 if one notices that
w(s)>0 for s # ({&1, {) and
0|
{
s
(*1&p~ ) uw dt=|
{
s
(u$$$w+uw$$$) dt
=(u"w&u$w$+uw")| {s=u({, s)&w(s). K
The next result studies the property P for sets that lie between the first
Fuc @ k curves F +1 , F
&
1 , F
+
2 and F
&
2 . To this end, we need the following
lemma.
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Lemma 5.4. Let p, q # L1loc(0, +) be positive functions. Denote by
z+i ( p, q) the ith zero (if it exists) of
y$$$+p(t) y+&q(t) y&=0,
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=1.
(a) If p(t)>:3 and q(t)>;3, then z+i ( p, q) exists for any i and
z+i ( p, q)<_i+12 &
{1
:
+_ i2&
{1
;
.
(b) If 0<p(t)<:3 and 0<q(t)<;3, and z+i ( p, q) exists then
z+i ( p, q)>
{1
:
+_i&12 &
_1
:
+_ i2&
_1
;
.
The proof of this result follows from the argument used in [10],
Lemma 2. Let us introduce now the following notation
#(:)=min { :_1:&{1 ,
:{1
:&_1= .
Proposition 5.5. Let a, b, c, d # L and :0 be such that
*1<a(t)b(t)<:30 and *1<c(t)d(t)<#
3(:0)
then the set E(t)=[a(t), b(t)]_[c(t), d(t)] has property P.
The proof follows rightaway from Lemma 5.4.
Proposition 5.6. Let a, b, c, d # L and suppose the set
E(t)=[a(t), b(t)]_[c(t), d(t)]
has property P. Then there exists =>0 such that the set
E=(t)=[a(t)&=, b(t)+=]_[c(t)&=, d(t)+=]
has property P.
Proof. Assume the proposition does not hold. Then, there exists pn(t) #
[a(t)&1n, b(t)+1n], qn(t) # [c(t)&1n, d(t)+1n] and yn{0 such that
yn$$$+pn(t) y+n &qn(t) y
&
n =0, (5.4)
yn(0)=y$n(0)=yn(1)=0. (5.5)
We can assume &yn&=1.
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Notice that &yn$$$& is uniformly bounded. Hence, for some subsequence
yn w
C 2 y{0. Also pn and qn are uniformly bounded so that for some sub-
sequence pn w(
L2 p # [a(t), b(t)] and qn w(
L2 q # [c(t), d(t)]. Going to the
L2-weak limit in (5.4) and to the limit in (5.5) we see that
y$$$+p(t) y+&q(t) y&=0,
y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0.
As E(t) has property P, y=0 which is a contradiction. K
6. A Counterexample
In this section, we show that if (:3, ;3) # F"(F +1 _ F
&
1 ), we can find
continuous functions p(t) and q(t) away from the Fuc @ k spectrum but in
an arbitrary small neighbourhood of (:3, ;3) so that the boundary value
problem
y$$$+p(t) y+&q(t) y&=0,
(6.1)
y(0)=y$(0)=y(1)=0
has a nontrivial solution. This implies Property P does not hold in a box
close to such a point (:3, ;3).
Let a<b<c and consider the function
r(t)=:3 if t # [a, b),
r(t)=;3 if t # [b, c].
Lemma 6.1. Given T<{1 ;, there exists %>0, such that if c&bT and
{ # [b&%, c], the solution v{(t) of
v$$$+r(t) v=0
(6.2)
v({)=v$({)=0, v"({)=1
is positive on ({, c].
Proof. If {b,
v{(t)=
z2(;(t&{))
;2
and the result follows since ;(t&{);(c&b)<{1 .
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If { # [b&%, b), we deduce from continous dependence on initial condi-
tions that for % small enough
(i) if t # [b&%, b+%], v"{(t) 12 , i.e. v{(t)
1
4(t&{)
2,
(ii) if t # [b+%, c], v{(t)vb(t)&|v{(t)&vb(t)|>0. K
Lemma 6.2. Assume T and % are as in Lemma 6.1 and c&bT. Then
for _ # [b&%, c], the solution w_(t) of
w$$$&r(t) w=0,
w(_)=w$(_)=0, w"(_)=1
is positive on [b&%, _).
Proof. If {b, we can write
w_({)=
z2(;(_&{))
;2
>0,
since ;(s&{);(c&b)<{1 .
If { # [b&%, b], let v{ be the solution of (6.2) and compute
0=|
_
{
(v{w_$$$+v_$$$w{) dt=(v{w"_&v${w$_+v"{w_)| _{ =v{(_)&w_({),
i.e. w_({)=v{(_)>0. K
Lemma 6.3. Let (:3, ;3) # F +2n . Then for any =>0, there exists a
continuous function p0(t) # [:3&=, :3] such that the solution y0 of
y$$$+p0(t) y+&;3y&=0,
(6.3)
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=1
has 2n positive zeros sk (k=1, 2, ..., 2n) in (0, 1).
Proof. Let y be the solution of
y$$$+:3y+&;3y&=0
(6.4)
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=1.
This function has 2n positive zeros
0<t1<t2< } } } <t2n&1<t2n=1.
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From Proposition 2.2, we know that T=t2n&t2n&1<{1 ;. Let us choose
% from Lemma 6.1. We can assume %<t2n&1&t2n&2 and define I=
(t2n&1&2%3, t2n&1&%3)/(t2n&2, t2n&1). Next we chose a continuous
function p0(t) such that
p0(t)=:3, if t  I,
p0(t) # [:3&=, :3), if t # I
and we take :3&p0(t) small enough so that y0 , solution of (6.3), is positive
on I and has a (2n&1)th zero s2n&1 (near t2n&1) such that
t2n&1&
%
3
<s2n&1<min \t2n , t2n&1+%3+ .
Claim 1. y0(t)y(t) on [t2n&2, t2n&1].
The function u=y0&y satisfies
u$$$+:3u=(:3&p0) y00, t # [t2n&2 , min(t2n&1 , s2n&1)],
(6.5)
u(t2n&2)=u$(t2n&2)=u"(t2n&2)=0.
Let v be the solution of
v$$$+:3v=0,
v(0)=v$(0)=0, v"(0)=1.
This function is positive on (0, {1 :). Further the solution of (6.5) reads
u(t)=|
t
t2n&2
v(t&s)(:3&p0(s)) y0(s) ds.
It is positive for t # (t2n&1&2%3, min(t2n&1 , s2n&1)]. This implies s2n&1>
t2n&1 and y0(t)y(t) on [t2n&2 , t2n&1].
Claim 2. y0(t)>y(t) on (t2n&1, t2n].
The result is trivial for t # [t2n&1 , s2n&1]. Let us prove the claim for
t>s2n&1 . Define
r(t)=:3 if t # [t2n&2 , t2n&1),
=max(:3, ;3) if t # [t2n&1 , s2n&1),
=;3 if t # [s2n&1, t2n].
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The function u=y0&y satisfies
u$$$+r(t) u=f (t),
u(t2n&2)=u$(t2n&2)=u"(t2n&2)=0,
where
f (t)=(:3&p) y0 if t # I,
=(max(:3, ;3)&:3) y0
&(max(:3, ;3)&;3) y if t2n&1t<s2n&1 ,
=0 elsewhere.
The function f (t) is non negative. For _ # (s2n&1 , t2n], let w_ be defined as
in Lemma 6.2, where b=t2n&1 if :;, and b=s2n&1 if :>;. Then, for
{=b&%, we compute
0<|
_
{
fw_ dt=|
_
{
(u$$$w_+uw_$$$) dt=(u"w_&u$w$_+uw"_)| _{ =u(_).
It follows that y0(1)>0 and y0 has a zero s2n such that
t2n&1<s2n&1<s2n<t2n=1. K
Proposition 6.4. Let (:3, ;3) # F +2n . Then for any =>0, there exists two
continuous functions p(t) and q(t) satisfying
\t # [0, 1], :3&=p(t)<:3, ;3&=q(t)<;3
and such that (6.1) has a nontrivial solution.
Proof. From Lemma 6.3, there exists p0(t) # [:3&=2, :3] such that the
solution y0 of (6.3) has 2n positive zeros in (0, 1).
Let y be the solution of (6.4). From Proposition 2.4, the solution of
z$$$&\;3&=2+ z&=0
z(t2n&1)=y(t2n&1)=0, z$(t2n&1)=y$(t2n&1), z"(t2n&1)=y"(t2n&1)
has no zero on (t2n&1 , t2n]. Hence, if we define a continuous function q1(t)
satisfying
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q1(t)=;3 if tt2n&2 ,
# _;3&=2 , ;3& if t2n&2<tt2n&1
=;3&
=
2
if t>t2n&1,
the solution y1 of
y$$$+:3y+&q1(t) y&=0,
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=1,
has exactly 2n&1 zeros in (0, 1].
Consider now the functions
p*(t)=*:3+(1&*) p0(t)&*(1&*)
=
2
,
q*(t)=*q1(t)+(1&*) ;3&*(1&*)
=
2
,
which are such that
p*(t) # [:3&=, :3), q*(t) # [;3&=, ;3)
for * # (0, 1), together with the family of Cauchy problems
y$$$+p*(t) y+&q*(t) y&=0,
(6.6)
y(0)=y$(0)=0, y"(0)=1.
Define s2n(*) to be the 2n th zero of the solution y* of (6.6). It is clear that
s2n(0)<1<s2n(1). As the zeros s2n(*) are simple, they depend continuously
on * and we can find * such that s2n(*)=1. The corresponding solution y*
is a nontrivial solution of (6.1) with p=p* and q=q* . K
Repeating the argument of this section, we can prove the following
extension of Proposition 6.4.
Proposition 6.5. Let (:3, ;3) # F"(F +1 _ F &1 ). Then, for any =>0, there
exist continuous functions pi (t), qi (t), with i=1, 2, satisfying
\t # [0, 1], :3&=p1(t)<:3, ;3&=q1(t)<;3,
\t # [0, 1], :3<p2(t):3+=, ;3<q2(t);3+=
and such that (6.1), with p(t)=pi (t) and q(t)=qi (t), has a nontrivial
solution.
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7. A Nonlinear Problem
This section describes an example of possible applications of the results
in this paper.
Theorem 7.1. Let a, b, c, d # L. Suppose the set
E(t)=[a(t), b(t)]_[c(t), d(t)]
has property P and there exists ( p0 , q0) # R2 such that:
(i) ( p0 , q0) # E(t) for a.e. t;
(ii) ( p0 , q0) belongs to an arc-connected component of R2 "F, where F
is the Fuc @ k spectrum of (4.1), that contains a point (:, :).
Let f : [0, 1]_R  R be a Carathe odory function i.e. f (t, x) is measurable
in t for all x, continuous in x for a.e. t and for any R>0, there exists
hR # L1(0, 1) such that for all x # [&R, R] and a.e. t # [0, 1], | f (t, x)|
hR(t). Assume further
a(t)lim inf
x  +
f (t, x)
x
lim sup
x  +
f (t, x)
x
b(t),
c(t)lim inf
x  &
f (t, x)
x
lim sup
x  &
f (t, x)
x
d(t).
Then the boundary value problem
x$$$+f (t, x)=0,
(7.1)
x(0)=x$(0)=x(1)=0
has at least one solution.
The proof of this result is classical. It can be done repeating, for example,
the argument in P. Habets and G. Metzen [11]. As a consequence of this
theorem we have the following corollary.
Corollary 7.2. Let ( p0 , q0) belongs to an arc-connected set E/R2"F,
where F is the Fuc @ k spectrum of (4.1). Assume E contains a point (+, +) and
f : [0, 1]_R  R is a Carathe odory function such that
lim
x  +
f (t, x)
x
=p0 , lim
x  &
f (t, x)
x
=q0 .
Then the BVP (7.1) has at least one solution.
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